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!Why GenWiki?
Graph-to-Text (G2T) generaKon is important:
● Verbalize knowledge graphs (KG)
● Automate customer service

However, collecKng supervised data is hard:
● Expensive and difficult (e.g., hundreds of edge types in KG)
● ExisKng datasets are limited (×10K)
● Quality is limited (e.g., WebNLG keeps cleaning data in 3 years)

Meanwhile, unsupervised models are proposed:
● GT-BT (Schmi: et al., 2020 EMNLP) uses Back-TranslaKon
● CycleGT (Guo et al., 2020a) uses cycle training & warm up
● CycleCVAE (Guo et al., 2020b) uses cycle training & CVAE

Unfortunately, these unsupervised models cannot be tested on 
unsupervised datasets.

➡ The G2T task calls for a large-scale, unsupervised dataset to push 
forward the research field.

#What is GenWiki?
1.3 million text and graphs that share contents.

Each text sample = 1�10 conKnuous sentences in Wikipedia text
Each graph sample = a DBpedia graph with 2�10 nodes

It can be used as
● An unsupervised G2T dataset (check out GenWiki-Full), or
● A distant supervision G2T dataset (check out GenWiki-Fine)

$ How we collected GenWiki?
1. For each wikipedia topic, e.g., “Barack Obama,” we obtain its Wikipedia 
arKcle (as text), and DBpedia knowledge graph (as graph).

2. Annotate the enCCes in text, e.g., “Barack Obama,” “Michelle Obama,” 
“United States,” etc.

3. Match text and graphs by en#ty overlap rate, i.e., F1 score of the enKty set 
in text and nodes of the graph. If F1 > 0, put into GenWiki-Full; if F1 > 40%, 
also put into GenWiki-Fine.

% How is GenWiki?

& Let's use GenWiki!

Large in size

This is a hard requirement for some exisCng 
unsupervised models (Guo et al., 2020a, 2020b)

Diversity of topics

Natural text, avoiding human 
annotators' frequent shortcuts, e.g., 
verbalizing “Obama–birthYear–1961” 
to “Obama‘s birth year is 1961.” 

● DirectTransfer: Directly transfering supervised models learned on WebNLG to GenWiki
● NoisySupervised: Using supervised models on the noisy distant supervised GenWiki
● CycleGT-Warm: (Guo et al., 2020a)‘s cycle training with warm up
● CycleGT-Base: (Guo et al., 2020a)‘s cycle training base model without warm up
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